
























 

 

 

Greetings, I am testifying on behalf of the Manhattan Solid Waste Advisory Board (SWAB), my name is 
Wendy Frank and I’m a board member.  

We would like to address - unlicensed mobile car washes Support * issues: * toxic effluent going directly 
into sewage harming fish and wildlife * theft of services - plug into light and water fire hydrant * pollution - 
air VOC, noise pollution and carbon emission from generator *  

 

As we acknowledge the marvel at the entrepreneurial spirit of the workers the Manhattan Solid Waste 
Advisory Board (SWAB) would like to acknowledge the environmental impact of pop-up car washes 
on the streets.  an issue of toxic chemicals going directly straight down our storm drains and into the 
local waterways. Dumping into our sewer system and in our water stream harming fish and wildlife   
Car’s line up with their engines idling, while residents in Inwood, Washington Heights and Harlem 
deal with the fumes.  

NYC sidewalks where are pedestrians are already navigating other obstacles now have to navigate 
generators and hoses. While it may be easy for those who live far removed from this "business" to 
utilize it when then they drive their car into another neighborhood for an inexpensive car wash and 
vacuum., for those of us who live here the interrupted traffic, hazard of getting one's car involuntarily 
sprayed as you pass by, monopolization of sidewalk and street, and absence of contribution to the 
legal economy -- including taxation-- cause a decrease in the quality of life in the neighborhood 

There seems to be a lack of enforcement by DEP and NYPD. There are good reasons why car 
washes are regulated, notably environmentally but others as well. The need for rules, regulations 
and enforcement -- for the law. The first is a matter of empathy and sympathy. The second a matter 
of maintaining order in society in all ways. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

           

 

              STATEMENT OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL 

                                   BEFORE THE NEW YORK CITY COUNCIL 

             COMMITTEE ON SANITATION AND SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT 

                             October 24, 2023 

Good afternoon, Chair Nurse, Councilmember Farais and members of the Committee. 
My name is Eric A. Goldstein and I am New York City Environment Director at the Natural 
Resources Defense Council (“NRDC”).   

 As you know, NRDC is a national, non-profit legal and scientific organization, active on 
a wide range of environmental health, natural resource protection and quality-of-life issues 
internationally, across the country and right here in New York City, where we were founded and 
where our main office has been located since 1970.  The issue of solid waste has long been one 
of our regional priorities.  And our long-term goal has been to transform the Department’s focus 
from reliance on landfilling and incineration, to making waste prevention, recycling, composting 
and equity the cornerstones of New York’s 21st century waste policy. 

 There are a lot of exciting things happening on the solid waste scene and we agree with 
First Deputy Sanitation Commissioner Javier Lujan that the city is “in the midst of a Trash 
Revolution” -- thanks largely to this Committee, to the Council and the Administration. 

 Regarding oversight of sanitation workers safety and protection, let me just say that we 
are anxious about the implementation of the commercial waste zone law (Local Law 198 of 
2019).  This was one of the two most important pieces of solid waste legislation enacted by the 
Council in the past 30 years. But it will only be successful if implemented, and with contracts 
awarded, based not only price but also on environmental performance, clean air protection, 
public safety, labor rights and worker safety – as the Council explicitly required when passing 
this landmark bill.  We hope and expect that the Administration will take all of these criteria into 
account when awarding the waste zone contracts.   

 We are pleased to be here today to testify in support of two excellent legislative proposals 
and one very sensible proposed Council resolution: Intro 1161 (introduced by Councilmember 
Shaun Abreu), Intro 978 (introduced by Councilmember Althea Stevens) and Resolution 816 
(introduced by Councilmember Nurse). 

 Waste prevention is at the top of New York State’s solid waste management hierarchy, as 
set forth more than three decades ago in the State’s 1988 Solid Waste Management Act.  That 
statute sets forth the State’s list of preferred waste handling methods. It begins, “first, to reduce 



 

 

the amount of solid waste generated,” and is followed by reuse and recycling.  Next comes waste 
incineration, followed by landfilling at the bottom of the list. Unfortunately, despite this official 
state policy, the overwhelming bulk of our city’s waste continues to be exported to landfills and 
incinerators, in an increasingly expensive process that is costing city taxpayers almost 500 
million dollars every year.  

To its credit, the Council has advanced several important waste reduction initiatives in 
recent years.  These include a fee on plastic bags (which the State converted into a plastic bag 
ban); a prohibition on polystyrene foam food and beverage containers; a “Skip-the-Stuff” 
program that requires restaurants to provide utensils, condiments etc. available to take-out 
customers only upon request; and, most significantly, a universal curbside organics collection 
program that promises to turn food scraps and yard waste into valuable, finished compost. 

But there is certainly more that can be done.  And items on today’s Committee agenda are 
designed to move New York City smartly in the right direction in terms of reducing waste and 
saving taxpayer dollars.  

 Intro 1161 takes on the challenge of reducing waste at stadiums and arenas throughout 
the city.  Specifically, the bill provides that professional and collegiate sports venues cannot 
prohibit stadium and arena attendees from bringing in empty reusable beverage containers.  We 
believe this could eliminate the consumption and disposal of hundreds of thousands of plastic 
water bottles alone at New York City stadiums and arenas every year, while saving fans money 
they don’t have to spend on expensive bottled water. In short, allowing refillable containers in 
stadiums and arenas means that large volumes of plastic waste won’t be generated in the first 
place.  This is a pennant-winning idea! 

 We have one important friendly amendment to the 1161 proposal.  In its current form, the 
bill would allow stadium operators to limit the types of refillable containers that would be 
allowed into their venues.  This raises the possibility that some operators might restrict the types 
of refillable containers to plastic bottles, and actually encourage the production of more fossil-
based, climate-destroying plastics. Accordingly, we recommend that the final legislation 
eliminate that provision and specify that venue operators must allow fans to bring in empty 
beverage containers that are made from stainless steel, aluminum or plastic.   

 Finally, we would welcome an amendment to this bill that would encourage stadium and 
arena operators and vendors to offer for sale beverages like beer and soda in refillable aluminum 
cups.  Such cups, with team logos, could become collectors’ items and would provide another 
vehicle for switching venues away from waste generation down the field to waste prevention. 

 Intro 978 is another excellent idea for reducing waste in New York City.  It provides that 
chains of three or more stores selling personal care products be required to donate to non-profit 
organizations -- rather than throw away -- non-saleable products like soaps, shampoos, tooth 
paste, shaving cream and diapers.  It also directs the Department of Sanitation, in conjunction 



 

 

with other city agencies, to create a web portal that facilitates the donation to non-profits of such 
non-salable personal care products from a broader group of retailers, including department 
stores, convenience stores and pharmacies. Citizen street-trash surveys, such as those conducted 
by Trashwalker Anna Sacks, have revealed significant amounts of perfectly usable personal care 
products placed out for commercial trash collections in all five boroughs.  This is a classic 
example of America’s foolish and wasteful disposal practices.  Intro 978 would set New York 
City on a nation-leading turnabout that would reduce waste burdens while assisting those New 
Yorkers most in need.  This bill has our strong support. 

 The Department testified earlier today that it is concerned about this legislation because it 
does not have the resources to build up the web portal that would facilitate the personal care 
product donations.  But Intro 978 is a simple and rational way to provide help to needy New 
Yorkers.  And it is the first significant proposal to achieve the objectives of the Zero Waste 
legislation that was enacted by the City Council earlier this year.  The Department of Sanitation 
should be asked to provide to the Council a realistic estimate of resources it would need to 
implement such a program; it would seem like a very modest staff increase to enhance the 
already-existing DonateNYC website would be the major investment needed, and one whose 
benefits exceed its costs.   

 Although we were unfamiliar with the problem of unlicensed mobile car washes that are 
the subject of Councilmember Salamanca’s Intro 1131, we have been moved by the testimony 
today and the benefits that would likely follow from giving the Sanitation Department the 
authority to impose civil penalties and tow unlicensed mobile car washes that are blocking street-
cleaning operations and creating other sanitation and quality-of-life problems in some city 
neighborhoods. Accordingly, we are likely to support this legislation in the days ahead. 

 Finally, Resolution 816, presented by Chair Nurse, urges the State Legislature to amend 
the existing producer responsibility bill for batteries to include e-mobility device batteries; these 
batteries represent a threat to public safety and this Resolution is one very sensible response; it 
has NRDC’s full support. 

  

 



 

Testimony from the Food Industry Alliance of New York 

NYC Council Oversight Hearing: The State of NYC Sanitation Workers’ Safety and 

Protections 

 

October 24, 2023 

 

Good afternoon, Chair Nurse and members of the Committee, 

 

The Food Industry Alliance of New York (FIA), the premiere trade association representing the full 

spectrum of the retail food industry, appreciates the opportunity to submit this testimony today regarding 

industry concerns related to Int. 978-2023. 

 

While the intent of this legislation is laudable, we have significant concerns with this legislation as 

written. The retail food industry has long been a champion of philanthropic investment. In partnership 

with food banks and charitable organizations throughout New York City, our industry is constantly 

donating excess food and numerous other products, including the personal care products specified by this 

legislation. Enacting legislation like this has the potential to hurt these partnerships and have the opposite 

effect that the authors intended.  

 

A key concern is lack of clarity and completeness in the definitions.  For example, in the definition of 

nonsalable personal care products, there is no reference to product expiration dates. The current definition 

would seem to capture products whose use could pose health and safety issues.  We would like to ensure 

that these concerns are addressed.  

 

We also are concerned that the bill does not address the logistics of donating products, including 

transportation costs and responsibility for the donated products. Absent the creation of a “web portal” 

there is minimal information related to the actual mechanics of donating products. Perhaps most 

importantly, we are concerned about undermining the many longstanding community partnerships that 

our members have built. Would they be allowed to continue, or would all donation efforts be required to 

utilize the to be created portal? 

 

Retailers are also concerned with the lack of language related to protections from litigation. Once a 

product is donated, the quality of the product is out of the control of the retailer. Should something occur 

that alters the product between donation and when it is used by a consumer, it could reach several touch 

points outside the retailer’s control. The bill as written does not offer any protection for the retailer in the 

unfortunate instance someone is harmed or gets sick by the donated product.  

 

For this reason, we recommend adding clarifying language to protect retailers. 

 

The retail food industry is always a willing partner in meaningful efforts to reduce waste, increase food 

security and provide charitable organizations with products which are needed in communities throughout 



New York City and across our state. Unfortunately, we believe this legislation could have adverse effects 

on current partnerships.  We welcome an opportunity to work with the Council and the Department of 

Sanitation to develop effective partnerships to accomplish our shared goals. Our members’ experience 

and expertise can be a valuable tool.  

 

The Food Industry Alliance of New York and our members look forward to participating in future 

discussions related to improving waste reduction and promoting charitable donations . 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 
 
Michael P. Durant 

President/CEO 

Food Industry Alliance of NYS, Inc. 



Testimony of Alia Soomro, Deputy Director for New York City Policy
New York League of Conservation Voters

City Council Committee on Sanitation and Solid Waste Management
October 24, 2023

My name is Alia Soomro and I am the Deputy Director for New York City Policy at the New York
League of Conservation Voters (NYLCV). NYLCV is a statewide environmental advocacy
organization representing over 30,000 members in New York City. Thank you, Chair Nurse and
members of the Committee on Sanitation for the opportunity to testify.

NYLCV supports the passage of Intro 1161 of 2023, sponsored by Council Member Abreu. The
bill would require professional and collegiate sports venues to allow attendees to enter the
venue with a reusable beverage container and establish penalties for venues that fail to comply.
We also support Resolution 816 of 2023, sponsored by Council Member Nurse, which calls
upon the New York State Legislature to pass, and the Governor to sign S.643-C /A.7339-A (the
Rechargeable Battery Recycling Law), an act to amend the environmental conservation law in
relation to extended producer responsibility for rechargeable batteries. The bill this Reso is in
support of will be included in NYLCV’s 2023 New York State Environmental Scorecard this year.

Single-use plastic products, which are designed to be used once and thrown away afterwards
(like the ones thrown away in sports venues), contribute to our reliance on fossil fuels, harm
residents, our waterways, and threaten the health of our local wildlife. For each ounce of
polyethylene produced (the plastic most commonly used in single-use plastics), one ounce of
carbon dioxide is emitted. When plastics are sent to landfills—which are historically located in
low income and communities of color— they take centuries to decompose. Additionally, Reso
816 is in support of a state bill that would maximize the removal of unwanted rechargeable
batteries from the solid waste stream, and help reduce the amount of waste being shipped to
landfills.

Currently, Intro 1161 is drafted to allow stadiums and arenas to decide what types of container
materials and size are allowed in their venues. To strengthen this bill even more, we
recommend that the bill be amended so that the type of bottle materials are not left to the
discretion of venues. Instead, at the very least, the bill should specify that aluminum and
stainless steel containers be accepted. NYLCV also recommends that the bill include a
provision urging stadiums to offer refillable cups and to allow attendees to reuse any reusable
container sold at stadiums or arenas. For instance, if a souvenir cup is sold at the venue,
attendees should be allowed to refill them.
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NYLCV supports Intro 1161 because it aligns with New York City’s zero waste by 2030 goal and
reduces plastic pollution. According to the NYC Department of Sanitation, more than 20,000
tons of plastic foodware are discarded annually in New York City. Passing Intro 1161 will
contribute to a decrease in single-use plastic bottles, which cuts our carbon emissions, bringing
the City closer to reaching its greenhouse gas emissions reduction goals and zero waste goals.
If successfully implemented, this bill can become a model for other jurisdictions throughout the
country.

We urge you to cosponsor Intro 1161 and Reso 816 and vote yes when they come up for a vote.
Intro 1161 is a strong candidate for our 2023 New York City Council Environmental Scorecard.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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Testimony of WE ACT for Environmental Justice

To the New York City Council Committee on Sanitation and Solid
Waste Management

Regarding Support for Int 1161-2023 – Allowing reusable beverage
containers in sports venues.

Dear Committee Chair Sandy Nurse and Committee on Sanitation and
Solid Waste Management:

WE ACT is a community-based organization in Harlem, New York City.
At the city, state and federal levels WE ACT has been fighting
environmental racism – racial discrimination in environmental
policy-making, enforcement of regulations and laws, and targeting
communities of color for toxic waste disposal and siting of polluting
industries. We recognize and advocate for community-driven solutions
that can remedy the institutionalized harms associated with unjust urban
planning policies that have plagued communities of color for generations.

Through our Climate Justice Working Group we advocated for the
passage of the Zero Waste Act and the need for New York City to
drastically reduce the amount of waste that ends up in landfills and
incinerators.

WE ACT is asking the City Council to support and quickly pass
Councilmember Shaun Abreu’s bill, Int 1161-2023. This bill would
require professional and collegiate sports venues to allow attendees to
enter the venue with a reusable beverage container.

This summer, The New York Times reported, “More than $2 billion in
reusable water bottles were sold in the United States in 2022, up from
around $1.5 billion in 2020.” However, if people are unable to maximize
the use of their renewable bottles, they resort to single-use plastic cups
and bottled water to stay hydrated.

Currently, most of New York City arenas and stadiums do not allow
attendees to enter with any sort of reusable water bottle. This leads to an
unnecessary amount of wasted plastic cups that end up in the trash – even
if they are recyclable. Int 1161-2023 would reverse this trend by requiring

New York, NY Office: 1854 Amsterdam Avenue, 2nd Floor | New York, NY 10031 | Phone: (212) 961-1000 | Fax: (212) 961-1015
Washington, DC Office: 50 F Street, NW, 8th Floor | Washington, DC 20001 | Phone: (202) 495-3036 | Fax: (202) 547-6009

www.weact.org
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venues to allow reusable beverage containers while also allowing venues
the freedom to decide if the container must be empty upon entry.

Waste disproportionately hurts low-income communities and communities
of color. New York City spends approximately $450 million a year to
export its trash. Some landfill sites are as far as Ohio or South Carolina
and waste incineration plants as near as New Jersey.

Landfills and waste incineration causes air pollution and creates serious
health problems. And these polluting sites are often placed in
environmental justice communities. Achieving our zero waste goals
would mean our city is working towards righting this wrong.

The issue of waste is big and it is necessary that we take a
sector-by-sector approach to reducing waste from various sources. Int
1161-2023 does just that; it is a simple, common sense change that will
have a positive impact on your journey to zero waste.

Sincerely,

Lonnie J. Portis
New York City Policy & Advocacy Manager
646-866-8720 | lonnie@weact.org
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Chair Nurse and honorable Committee members:  

 

Good afternoon. My name is Kelsey Dorado; I am the Director of State and Local Government 

Relations for the Retail Council of New York State. Our organization is the state’s leading trade 

group for the retail industry, representing member stores in New York City and across the state, 

ranging from the smallest independent merchants to national and international brands. Thank you 

for the opportunity to speak today on Introduction 978-2023. 

 

As currently drafted, the legislation would require a city agency to create and maintain a web portal 

to facilitate the donation of “nonsalable” personal care products by certain local stores. Covered 

retail establishments would be prohibited from discarding personal care products unless the 

merchandise is “the subject of a product recall” or the store makes the product available for 

donation on the city’s web portal.  

 

We share the perspective that product donation, rather than disposal, is a preferable choice. Several 

of the brands we represent have existing donation programs for a wide variety of product 

categories, including personal care items. However, the captioned legislation does not address 

myriad scenarios in which stores would not be able to comply with specific provisions.  

 

For example, retail establishments would be prohibited from disposing covered items “unless the 

personal care product is the subject of a product recall, or the covered store made the personal care 

product available for donation on the department’s web portal.” This requirement, however, does 

not take into consideration the necessary disposal of products due to expiration, damage to the 

container or defective components. Ultimately, the donation of such products may pose a health or 

safety risk to the consumer. In addition, there is no consideration for existing contract provisions 

between stores and manufacturers that specify products must be returned to the vendor, in certain 

cases for a credit to the local merchant. 

 

Finally, the bill does not address reverse logistics and transportation challenges that may exist for 

products that are broken, leaking or partially full. While these items may not be subject to a 

“product recall,” there are existing requirements related to proper and safe disposal. The donation 

of such items under these circumstances may not be feasible or authorized.  

 

We pledge to remain constructive as your committee considers issues related to retailers in New 

York, and we welcome the opportunity to discuss current donation protocol and standards. 

However, we oppose this bill in its current form due to the aforementioned concerns.  

 

Respectfully submitted,  

 

Kelsey Dorado 

Director of State and Local Government Relations 

Retail Council of New York State 

kelseydorado@rcnys.com 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Testimony of Dawn Henry, Senior Advisor, Beyond Plastics  

and Former Environmental Commissioner of the U.S. Virgin Islands  

 

before the New York City Council 

In Support of Allowing Reusable Beverage Containers in Sports Venues 

Initiative no. 1161 

October 24, 2023 
 

Good Afternoon Chairperson and members of the New York City Council, I am here to testify in 
support of initiative no. 1161 a bill to amend the administrative code to allow reusable beverage 
containers in sports venues.  I am Dawn Henry, Senior Advisor for Beyond Plastics, a project  at 
Bennington College with a mission to end plastic pollution everywhere.  
 
We strongly support this bill and believe that it will have a positive impact on plastic reduction in 
our City.  It is a fact that nearly 10 billion tons of plastic have been produced since 1950. Sadly 
only 9% has been recycled. Global plastic production is projected to increase by 40% by 2030.  
You may say "so what"!  What is wrong with plastic production increasing?  Everything.  For 
example:  
 

1. If we don't change course, by 2025 we will have 1 pound of plastic for every 3 pounds of 
fish;  

2. The ill health effects of micro and nano plastic on the body will continue to increase 
because plastic is produced with multiple toxic chemicals like formaldehyde, PFAS and 
phthalates. These nasty chemicals disrupt our endocrine system and pose significant 
health risks, with our children being most vulnerable.  These plastic particles have been 
found in human blood, heart and lung tissue, and even the placenta; and  

3. Facilities that produce plastic and manage plastic waste are predominantly located in 
communities populated primarily by people of color and the underprivileged.     

 
So what is Beyond Plastics' immediate solution to plastic pollution?  Plastic Reduction and, 
more specifically, packaging reduction.  Packaging accounts for 46% of the plastic produced.  
So Initiative 1161 directly gets at the problem.  There are several sports venues in New York 



 

City, including 5 major league teams.  The New York Yankees alone saw over 3.2 million 
visitors in 2023.  When we allow these individuals to bring their own reusable beverage 
containers, we automatically reduce the demand for single-use plastic packaging, and by 
extension, plastic production.  We also support individuals being able to bring stainless steel 
and other non-plastic containers, which will eliminate their exposure to the nasty chemicals 
commonly found in plastics.  This reuse and refill system will permit New Yorkers to participate 
in reducing plastics in our communities.  It will be a key to packaging reduction.  If you think 
about it, this is not a new system, it is an old concept that we followed prior to plastics taking 
over our economy and polluting our world.   
 
Finally, I would like to take a minute to discuss Assembly bill A5322-A and Senate bill S4246-A, 
New York's Packaging Reduction and Recycling Infrastructure Act.  The New York legislature is 
currently considering this bill and it will work nicely with Initiative 1161. The Packaging 
Reduction and Recycling Infrastructure Act  will accomplish 5 important goals: 
 

1. Reduce packaging and toxics and make packaging truly recyclable 
2. Incentivise reuse and refill systems  
3. Allow consumers to recycle product packaging or return it for refill 
4. Place the responsibility on the companies that manufacture packaging to manage 

packaging waste and meet recycling targets 
5. Finally, and this is a big one for New York City, companies relieve taxpayers from the 

financial burden of managing packaging waste and invest in infrastructure to improve 
recycling and reuse.  This has the potential to save New York City over $100 million 
dollars per year and divert tons of packaging waste from going to New Jersey to be 
incinerated.          

 
So, we see how allowing individuals to bring their own reusable beverage containers to 
stadiums will have a multiplying positive effect - from reducing single use packaging and the 
exposure to nasty chemicals, to protecting our environment. 
 
I appreciate you allowing me to testify on Initiative 1161 and I will remain available for any 
questions. 
   



 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Clean Ocean Action Testimony  
NYC Council Member Shaun Abreu  

Regarding Int. No. 1161  
October 24, 2023, Virtually Presented 

  
Bill Title: 
A Local Law to amend the administrative code of the city of New York, in relation to allowing reusable 
beverage containers in sports venues.  
  
Testimony:  
  
Hello, thank you for the opportunity to speak today on behalf of Introduction Number 1161. My name 
is Kira Cruz, Debris Free Sea Coordinator for Clean Ocean Action or COA, a 501c3 nonprofit 
organization based in Long Branch, NJ. COA formed in 1984 to investigate sources, effects, and 
solutions of ocean pollution, and today is a leading local, regional, and national voice whose mission is 
to improve the degraded water quality of the marine waters off the NJ/NY coast. COA researches 
pollution issues affecting the marine environment, then formulates policy and campaigns to eliminate 
pollution at the source, including plastic pollution.   
  
Clean Ocean Action hosts a statewide semi-annual event called Beach Sweeps in New Jersey. It is the 
largest volunteer environmental event in New Jersey. COA’s Beach Sweeps started in 1985 at one 
cleanup site with 75 volunteers. Fast forward 38 years and the program now hosts 77 sites statewide with 
thousands of dedicated volunteers. What makes the Beach Sweeps so unique is that volunteers remove 
harmful debris from the environment and also tally each piece removed on COA’s data card. The data 
collected is used to monitor trends in items collected and is used to support legislative and policy efforts 
at the local, state, regional, as well as national levels to reduce litter and pollution. Over the years, the 
one trend that has been consistent: plastics are a devastating problem. Each year in the Beach Sweeps 
data, the category of plastics, including foam plastics, dominates the total items collected by a landslide. 
In relation to the bill under consideration, I will highlight our data about plastic bottles and the associated 
plastic caps.   
  
In 2022, 10,051 plastic beverage bottles and 52,512 bottle caps were found during the Beach Sweeps. 
From 2017-2022, a total of 63,825 plastic beverage bottles and 301,216 bottle caps were removed during 
the Beach Sweeps.  
  
The ocean is shared between New York and New Jersey, and, unfortunately, so is the pollution. As 
such, Clean Ocean Action applauds the New York City Council for considering this bill and supports 
legislation to reduce sources of litter, including plastic bottles usage and by extension demand for 
single-use plastics, to protect communities, waterways, and the ocean downstream. Thank you. 

  

Clean Ocean Action     
  
 

Headquarters:       Field Office: 
49 Avenel Blvd           Sandy Hook, NJ 07732 
Long Branch, NJ 07740  
           

Telephone (732) 872 - 0111             
Fax (732) 872 - 8041 
Info@CleanOceanAction.org 
CleanOceanAction.org 

Ocean Advocacy 
Since 1984 

Commented [K(1]: That's a lot of numbers to say. What I meant 
was to report the 2022 numbers and then add up the past 5 years 
(20117-2022) and report those numbers. Up to do you if you want to 
change it 



STATEMENT OF THE INNER CITY GREEN TEAM ECONOMIC & ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT
BEFORE THE NEW YORK CITY COUNCIL

COMMITTEE ON SANITATION AND SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT &
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC HOUSING

RE: RECYCLING OUTREACH/EDUCATION, WASTE DIVERSION, RAT MITIGATION INITIATIVE,
REMOVING ON-SITE OPERATIONAL BARRIERS, EXPANDING RESIDENT RECYCLING
PROGRAM FOR RESIDENTS AT NEW YORK CITY HOUSING AUTHORITY and RAD/PACT

October, 24 2023

Good day Committee Chairs – and Councilmembers! Thank you for the invite to testify.

I am Brigitte Charlton-Vicenty, a life-long South Bronx NYCHA resident and Founder of Inner City
Green Team Economic & Environmental Development (ICGT). Inner City Green Team is a
nonprofit environmental organization focused on poverty alleviation and community
development. Our mission is to protect the environment and help transform the lives of
residents living in New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) developments through recycling
outreach/education, job training, and paid work that can lead to a lifetime of employment and
civic engagement.

When first testifying before this Committee-was because as a law abiding citizen, I thought I was doing the
right thing by placing my recyclables in the appointed bins at my development until 2006.
That is when I witnessed my recyclables being thrown away with the garbage. I was shocked to learn that
all my efforts over the years were in vain, because NYCHA was not in compliance with the recycling laws
of NYC. Afterwards, I began taking my recyclables to my children’s school in Harlem. Being that this effort
was just a drop in the bucket I knew something had to be done.



I had a vision in 2011 after discovering that NYCHA's recycling program was nonexistent and found
the perfect opportunity (at least I thought) to help establish a recycling program in my development when I
came across a NYCHA posting urging residents to get involved with Commissioner Lopez’s “Green
Agenda”. Consequently I started a Resident Green Committee (RGC) in my development with the
confidence of fulfilling the Commissioner’s agenda to help green public housing. Towards that end:

● I held public meetings and events to raise awareness and educate NYCHA residents about
recycling and energy efficiency.

● Conducting door to door surveys to ascertain residents interested in learning and participating in a
recycling program.

● Organized a recycling rally to mobilize residents around the issue.

● Created the Door-to-Door/Floor-to-Floor Recycling Pilot Project which proposes a unique solution
not only to help NYCHA come into compliance with New York City recycling law.

Fight for the Right to Recycle - For twelve years, I’ve led battles in trenches for me and my fellow
resident’s "Right to Recycle". I wanted to do the right thing; all while working to prove my concept, but
the first eight years were riddled with a host of setbacks from being threatened with eviction, ICGT
filing a lawsuit with the Natural Resource Defense Council to force NYCHA to come into compliance,
battling with a slew of adversaries, and not being fully funded or supported by City agencies.

Addressing the Issue - I envisioned an at-your-door recycling collection service model which
proposed a unique solution not only to help NYCHA come into compliance with recycling law, but
build a model for residents to become educated about how and why to recycle. and create
sustainable green collar jobs to help address high unemployment rates amongst NYCHA residents.
Under this initiative, NYCHA residents will be hired to go to each unit in the development to collect the
recyclables residents set-out. This “white glove service” approach incorporates education, outreach,
ease of use, accessibility, digitized data, and rewards to influence behavior change.

Getting a pilot program in NYCHA - In 2017, an international competition (NYCx Co-Lab Challenge;
Zero Waste in Shared Space) sought solutions to improve recycling capture rates at NYCHA
developments, increase resident engagement, mitigate litter, reduce the amount of time that NYCHA
employees spend dealing with waste and involve the community in a meaningful way. I applied and
won $20K to implement my program at the Brownsville Houses and in just four months the recycling
rates tripled! More than 7 tons of recyclables were diverted from the waste stream during the pilot.
Lessons learned from the pilot demonstrated that this community-based recycling program can yield
impressive results within a short period. An additional 10 tons were also diverted at the end of the
pilot period.



A Resistant NYCHA - it was a struggle to keep the program running when being flouted by then
NYCHA Interim Chair/DSNY Commissioner Kathy Garciano who functioned as our nemesis and used
her authority to intercept our progress. Through fundraising and using my personal savings I was
able to run the program for another year until COVID shut us all down.

Resiliency Pays Off - in late 2020, I had the opportunity to present my solution to former NYCHA
Chair Gregory Russ at a NYCHA Town Hall. He expressed interest and wanted to know more about
the work. With enduring support from Vlada Kenniff (then VP of Sustainability) ICGT was awarded an
RFP to implement the program at the Wagner Houses the following year. Since my first testimony to
this Council in 2013, my organization has made strides to increase residential recycling at NYCHA
developments in Brownsville BK and East Harlem, NY. At the Wagner Houses alone we have diverted
over 100,000 lbs. of materials from landfills. As a resident-led organization and Section 3 vendor, my
organization has officially been in contract with NYCHA since June 2022. The staff consists of five
NYCHA residents and Targeted Sec 3 team members who collect resident’s recycling and conduct
outreach/education activities on a weekly basis.

Challenges on Campus - although we now have the dedicated support of my fellow residents and
sincere commitments from the Office of Sustainability at NYCHA, it’s not enough. The past year has
been daunting to operate effectively on the Wagner campus. The recently dismissed PM made
reckless and hellish efforts to stop our operation. After she was prohibited by the legal department
from shutting down our first Earth Day event in 2022, she was on a vengeance filled
warpath-fabricating slanderous statements about operations on campus and changing the locks of
the rooms where she initially permitted us to utilize. In meeting after meeting she could not justify the
reason for her actions.

Limited Operational Capacity - Wagner Houses is a 26-acre campus with dozens of underutilized
rooms-which many have sat dormant for decades. We originally operated in three rooms for admin
use, store equipment, engage with residents, and sorting the recyclables. Being housed on campus is
imperative and residents witnessing us in action has been an effective way to convert residents'
thoughts and behaviors.

Office of Security and Safety (OSS) - recruits resident volunteers to patrol the lobby and buildings
in an effort to deter crime and they have jurisdiction over the Resident Watch rooms). Given the crime
rate at MAP sites like Wagner, many residents like myself feel it is not in their best interest to patrol
their buildings for the sake of their safety. We feel the initial purpose of these rooms are antiquated
and ineffective.

Last fall the Office of Security and Safety (OSS) made coordinated efforts with the PM to shut us out -
stating they were looking to reactivate all of the tenant rooms. Since the PM was removed, we
continued to be threatened with stoppages to our operations and eviction through the OSS.



Assistant program manager (Tracy Lovelace) and VP (James Secreto) threatened to give away our
redeemables to the homeless and have management discard all our equipment and supplies. By their
order, we were being forced out, but with the support of Vlada Kenniff, we have been conducting our
operations in one small cramped space.

This off-putting “Evilene-like” culture is notorious with NYCHA staff and is a never ending complaint
amongst NYCHA residents. My organization has been met with bureaucracy and outright disdain to
environmentally, economically, and socially improve my neighborhood. Throughout most of our
disenfranchised experiences, it seems most of the people we have called on for help don’t appear to
have the power to reign in the numerous Property Managers and department heads who go rogue
with their authority. As a resident it is my right to help improve my neighborhood, but time after time
my right to perform my civic duty is being thwarted. What’s more disheartening is that some of the
culprits are POC. I find it to be an oxymoron when residents are asked to make a difference, yet are
met with unprofessional and incredibly resistant staff.

Waste Management at NYCHA - in NYCHA communities all over the city, recyclable materials are
still being thrown in the trash! With little to no response, we steadily implored some sort of advocacy
from NYCHA’s Waste Management Dept. who was initially supportive. However, we recently learned
that the department is rolling out a recycling pilot program to revisit putting recycling bins back near
the buildings (where they were) prior to the last multi-million dollar plan (NYCHA Recycles!) which
moved the bins away from buildings. (This is a thorough example of continually wasting time,
resources, and spending millions of dollars to solve problems with old ideas instead of providing
funding and support to organizations like ICGT that work).
A new program, NYCHA First includes a recycling pilot which will be conducted at three
developments. One of the three developments is...you guest it Wagner Houses!! Although the heads
at the Waste Management dept. are thoroughly knowledgeable about our program and participated in
an open forum to support our initiative, we had to hear about NYCHA First through the grapevine.
What’s more incredible is that after we made a huge stink about it being competitive and totally
opposite of our scope of work, we were then asked for our participation and insight-which we
thoroughly declined as we witness the materials collected were STILL BEING THROWN AWAY AS
GARBAGE.

Modern Solutions for Old Ideas - This innovative solution to a very old problem has demonstrated
much promise, yet instead of all departments working to accelerate and expand this program, we are
met with setbacks, restrictions, and obstructive tactics. The persistent marginalization gives me pause
to an agenda to see my organization fail because an African-American woman living in public housing
envisioned a proven solution to increase recycling at NYCHA. I literally feel oppressed and at times
harassed by those who simply don’t care about the fate of our communities or planet. Battling the
naysayers who don’t believe our only planet is in peril while walking about with their heads up their



butts. According to some reports, we are past the precipice of not being able to reverse the effects of
climate change, so wouldn’t it make even sense for all of us to do whatever we could to save our
only home?!?

Expansion Plans - recycling at NYCHA developments has not been given the priority which has
been a detriment to the thousands of residents who deserve these services like any other New
Yorker. We are working to amplify our waste prevention structure to the next level by constructing
One-Stop-Drop Recycling and Eco-Education Center on NYCHA campuses. OSD can broaden the
types of materials we collect from NYCHA resident’s waste streams which includes food scraps,
electronics, textiles, along with other types of materials (i.e. batteries, light bulbs, toothpaste tubes,
and toothbrushes) not deemed recyclable in the NYC sanitation system. The center will also enable
us to implement concentrated educational and engaging initiatives around issues of sustainability for
every age. We are on a continuous search for funding to continue our general operations and
purchase steel containers to be retrofitted to create an “environmental emporium." Its design will be
eco-friendly-utilizing solar panels to produce energy for essential utilities, HVAC systems, storage,
have administrative space, and a sorting facility. After the completion, we look to operate a minimum
of 5 days per week.

Recycle Right - program is a once-a-week door to door recycling collection service for residents
living in multifamily dwellings. Our program is designed and is consistent with NYC recycling rules.
We provide Sort N' Store Recycling stations to each unit for convenient separation and storage of
metal, glass, plastics, paper and cardboard. Each resident enrolled receives a recycling training and
special scanning code to track their participation. Our service is coupled with a reward-based
program where residents are credited each time they recycle.

Textile Collection - Re-fashionNYC is a convenient in-building clothing donation and textile recycling
service. Every year NYC residents throw away approximately 195,000 tons of clothes and other
textiles. This clothing reuse program makes textile donations as easy as possible. We have made
many requests to have these installed and manage the bins, but the conversation has fallen on deaf
ear.

E-Waste Collection - we currently bring the e-waste we collect from residents to LES Ecology Center
events since we have been unable to get permission to utilize one of the rooms to store e-waste.

sRATegy MitigationTM - the onus is on every citizen who throws out food waste which must be
diverted to help mitigate the rodent population. You Bred “Em, When You Feed “Em is the tagline for
our rat mitigation campaign. It’s an outreach program slated to combine the strategic solution for rat
reduction coupled with the need to create organic collection programs to redirect food waste for
composting which eliminate food waste being thrown on the curb in plastic bags and decrease the hot
summer garbage smell that NYC is notorious for.



 
 Cardboard Recovery - we’ve had discussions with Wagner Houses Grounds Supervisor to

train our ICGT staff to operate the bailer. This would help to free up maintenance time and
increase cardboard recycling rates.

Resident-led solutions at work! - the reason we are in a contract with NYCHA is simple-the
program is working. According to the former Chair of the Sanitation and Budget Committee and now
BK Borough President Antonio Reynoso, “ICGT has done more for recycling at NYCHA than any
agency in the entire City.” When it comes to recycling we are the only ones doing it-and quite well I
might add. For a program that has all the benefits of addressing environmental injustices, creating
jobs in low income communities, and improving social inequities, the question-WHY NOT?!? If a
program created to serve residents is deemed viable then there should be an exception to the rules of
utilizing these spaces. The insipid culture of NYCHA managers must be stopped and the bureaucratic
tape must finally be removed in order for us to operate impactfully on the property.For a more rapid
build-out, we need support from every department at NYCHA

Allocalades - we have appeared in the NYCHA Journal Newsletter and Office of Sustainability on
many occasions championing and promoting our work, won a international competition to increase
recycling at the Brownsville Houses, awarded Fellowships and grants to support our work, awarded
an RFP to implement the program at Wagner Houses, won $5000 Climate Action Network grant
through a partnership with Public Housing Community Fund and just yesterday the announcement
was made that ICGT has been honored to receive the 2023 Environmental Leadership award by the
Northeast Recycling Council.

You would think with all this winning, a red carpet should be rolled out every time we show up.
Although my dream to create an innovative recycling infrastructure has come to fruition a decade
later, it has been an uphill battle at every turn.

Scaling - the sheer scale of NYCHA housing means that a program like this, if implemented city wide,
will not only have a positive impact on NYCHA communities, where it is needed the most but on the
overall city’s economy as well. If our program is scaled up to cover all of NYCHA and RAD/PACT
campuses we can potentially create hundreds if not thousands of sustainable green-collar jobs,
recycle millions of pounds of recyclables generated at NYCHA each year – save the City over millions
in export costs and reduce NYC’s carbon footprint annually by hundreds of thousands metric tons of
Co2 . Also, we can put millions of dollars, through savings and discounts, back in the pockets of some
of NYC residents who need it most.The success of the pilot program illustrates that when recycling is
made more convenient, NYCHA residents will recycle and can have a positive impact on the city and
planet. It also showed that NYCHA residents do care about recycling and are interested in ideas of



sustainability, they just need information and access to a program that works for them. The
combination of convenience, jobs, discounts, and savings for some of our most cash strapped
citizens who desperately need them makes this recycling program a win-win for everyone.

The Ask

Dear members of the Council, I implore you to do what is necessary to stop this prime example of
what a contradiction looks like.

I plead with the Council to:

● Hold NYCHA managers and departments more accountable and comply with all NYC waste
management laws and rules.

● Allow adequate space at developments wherever space is not being utilized to fulfill ICGT
contractual obligations and work with intention to provide our residents all the services they
need and deserve.

● Make stipulation for ICGT to be fully supported at every NYCHA development we serve
● Follow through with Local Law 49 (2017) - requires DSNY and NYCHA to consider

implementing a pilot incentives program to increase recycling rates in public housing and
collaborate on a review of voluntary recycling incentive pilot. If the department concludes that
such a program is feasible and would increase recycling rates, it must implement such a
program and report on its effectiveness and whether it should be made permanent after two
years.

● Help Mayor Adams’ hold up his candidacy pledge to “fully fund recycling” at NYCHA
developments and implement ICGT into the city’s waste management budget.

● Repurpose unutilized funds earmarked for NYCHA Capital Projects for ICGT operations

Power to the People!
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Testimony of Matt Malina
on behalf of NYC H2O

before the New York City Council Committee on Sanitation and Solid Waste Management
Public Hearing on: Reusable Beverage Containers in Sports Venues (Intro 1161)

Thank you, Chair Nurse and Members of the New York City Council Committee on Sanitation and
Solid Waste Management, for your leadership in convening this hearing and providing the
opportunity to deliver public testimony in support of reducing single-use plastics by promoting
reusable beverage containers.

My name is Matt Malina and I am the Director and Founder of NYC H2O. NYC H2O’s mission is to
inspire and educate New Yorkers of all ages to learn about, enjoy, and protect their city’s local water
ecology. Our activities promote science-based knowledge of New York’s local ecosystems and of
what is needed for urban water resilience in a time of escalating climate change impacts. Every year
we bring hundreds of volunteers to waterfronts across the city to pick up trash and see firsthand the
devastating impact poor waste management has on our local waterways. One thing we always
emphasize is that there is no “away”: throwing trash in your garbage does not make it disappear. For
this reason, I am here testifying today in support of Intro 1161, Council Member Shaun Abreu’s bill
to allow reusable beverage containers in sports venues.

NYC H2O has been organizing educational programming and advocacy campaigns around the City’s
Zero Waste by 2030 goal since it was announced in 2015. We supported the goal then and believe it
remains essential for the City to meet its broader climate change and environmental justice goals.
Single-use plastics make up an ever-growing share of our waste stream, so we support any initiative
that allows people to reduce their single-use plastic consumption and instead bring reusable
containers with them. Intro 1161 does not require attendees to bring reusable containers; it instead
requires sports venues to allow attendees to bring their own containers. We believe that making it as
easy as possible for people to bring reusable containers with them is essential to move from a culture
of single-use disposables to one where people carry reusable items with them.

Thank you for your consideration of NYC H2O’s testimony. We look forward to continuing to work
with the Council Members, DSNY, and our community partner organizations to ensure New Yorkers
have sustainably managed waste and garbage-free waterways.

Contact: Matt Malina, matt@nych2o.org















Testimony of Surfrider Foundation New York City before the New York City Council Committee
on Sanitation and Solid Waste Management

October 24, 2023

Good afternoon, my name is Lisa Salomon and I am representing the New York City Chapter of
the Surfrider Foundation. Surfrider Foundation is a national group that protects our oceans,
coasts, and beaches for all people.

Surfrider Foundation has been running the Reusable NYC coalition for three years now, which is
a group of 40 local NYC organizations that are supporting different bills including bill Intro
1161, a local law allowing reusable beverage containers in sports venues.

It is estimated that one million plastic bottles are bought around the world every minute and less
than 1/3 of all plastic bottles will be recycled1.

To bring this issue locally to New York City: the NYC Chapter of the Surfrider Foundation does
a lot of beach cleanups, mostly in the Rockaways, and plastic bottles and caps are always some
of the most commonly found items. So far this year, we’ve held 17 beach cleanups, with about
25 people per cleanup and in total we found 680 plastic bottles, 2,471 bottle caps, and 1,323
straws.

Clearly, plastic pollution has saturated our environment, our communities, and now our bodies.
By allowing reusable bottles in sports venues, this bill will decrease the amount of plastic bottles
bought that are contributing to our plastic pollution problem. This bill will allow New Yorkers to
make sustainable choices and be able to use their own reusable water bottles. Thank you very
much for giving me the opportunity to testify today.

1 Beyond Plastics https://www.beyondplastics.org/fact-sheets/plastic-water-bottles

https://www.beyondplastics.org/fact-sheets/plastic-water-bottles








TESTIMONY DSNY 10/24/2023 
 
My name is Dominick Romeo, creator of the NYCBuildingSuperS.Com 
group.  We are a group of Building Superintendents & Porters who are being 
forced to go back to work at 8 p.m. to toss our building trash, 3 nights a week, 12 
nights a month, and 144 nights each year and are now working 14-hour days 
because of this city regulation.  
 
We have been missing dinners with our families because of this regulation, and 
missing out on nights with our friends, seeing a moving at night, or even going to 
a bar at night, or taking night classes to help improve our lives because of this - 
we hare exhausted after already working a 10-hour shift. 
 
We have reached out to our council members and we are asking you to suspend this 
regulation immediately, and adopt our alternative plan, which moves the trash take-
out to 5 PM - and Insists that the compost program (The Food & Scrap Program) be 
initiated throughout the five boroughs, first, which will reduce the amount of regular 
trash bags we throw out, hence reducing the number of containers we will need to 
purchase, and make room for, in our very small basements - and allowing us to toss 
out our recycling paper and trash bags without containers, which also reduces the 
number of containers we will have to find space for in our very small New York City 
Basements - and moving the hour that our building would be finned by DSNY to 9 
AM, instead of 8 AM, because we now have to remove these empty containers off of 
the street after DSNY empties them and sweep our sidewalks at the same time.  
 
It has been 178 days since this poorly throughout regulation was enacted, and 73 
nights in which our family & personnel lives have been destroyed because of this. 
 
How many more nights are you going to take away from us Supers and Porters until this gets 
resolved?  
 
How many nights would be OK for your boss to tell you that you had to return to work, past 8 
Pm, 144 nights out of each year, and miss out on your personal and family time before you tell 
your boss where he or she can go??? 
 
 
  



The list below indicates some not all of the problems my mom who is now 90 years old and 
myself has endured for the passed 2 plus years of having a Mobile Car wash directly behind our 
home. 
(Our bedrooms are to the back and side of the house where we are exposed to the generator noise 
and the chemical smell all day into the night) 
  
Please bare in mind that we are surrounded by to clubs one 2 feet from us the other is just 100 
feet. 
Our home is located by Boston Road and East 222nd street we are inundated with noise at all 
time due to traffic and inconsiderate persons. 
 
 We would like this Mobile Car wash to be moved and some sign to prevent any other(s) from 
coming there. We saw when the first people who were back there leave after a year and 8months. 
In one day 4 different ones came to take the spot. They were asked to leave and they did but 
within the same week this current one came and they were asked also but did not leave. 
 
-breed mosquitoes. 
-traffic hazards and traffic congestion 
-trash accumulation (increase rat population) 
-noise of the generator  
Noise from loud music from cars 
Noise from people congregating by the car wash 
Damage to the grassy area by the curb(wet and muddy) 
Damage to the stone 
 wall (top) 
The chemical smell from the solutions  they use to wash the vehicle's (this smell has caused me 
to have several sinus infections. I am nursing one currantly) 
Setting up of tables and chairs on the side walk where folks can't  walk pass if some is handicap 
with a regular or motorized wheelchair  as well as a walker. Pedestrian have had to go in the 
street with cars coming at them 
Weed smoking (both Mom and myself is allergic to the smell) 
 
Thank you for giving me the platform in which to make known our plight. 
 
We anxiously await your decision. 
 
Cordially  
Fredda 
 



Good Afternoon. I am Joyce Bialik, a member of the Manhattan Solid 
Waste advisory Board. In supporting Int: 1161 I am not speaking on 
behalf of the SWAB, although they certainly favor reducing single use 
plastic waste. By requiring sports venues to allow attendees to bring 
their own beverage containers the bill would eliminate every additional 
container individuals would have purchased, and therefore result in far 
fewer containers polluting our land, water, and air. One amendment I 
would suggest is that the one type of reusable container a venue could 
permit under the law should be metal or glass and not plastic, the 
reason for which I explain below. 
Like the Choose to Reuse Bill Int: 1161 is another worthy measure for 
reducing single use plastics. For food and beverage containers these 
bills are the first step in protecting our environment. The second step is 
restricting the sale of food and beverages in plastic containers. Plastic 
contains chemicals many of which are toxic. The toxins then leach into 
the food we eat and the beverages we drink – when the food and 
beverages are in a plastic container. The more we use a plastic 
container and the warmer the contents the heavier the leaching. Dr. 
Pete Myers, an expert on endocrine disrupters explains that 
government in its limited testing found that several chemicals 
commonly added to plastics are actively harmful. Chronic diseases 
linked to endocrine disrupting chemicals include infertility, diabetes, 
obesity, ADHD, and autism. Thus I suggest that the one type of 
container a venue permits should not be plastic, and we should be 
creating the next bills to restrict the sale and use of plastics for food 
and beverages. 
 



Hello, I’m, founder and Leader of It’s Easy Being Green, 
an Upper West Side climate education and personal 
action group. We work to reduce reliance on single use 
plastics for personal and commercial use. As an affiliate of 
BYOContainer US reduces  we encourage businesses to 
let consumers use their own containers for take out 
beverages to reduce plastic waste.  According to Beyond 
Plastics, a national organization with which we are also 
affiliated, at best, less than 1/3 of all plastic bottles will be 
recycled and end up in landfills where they emit 
greenhouse gas. Just providing recycling containers at 
stadiums is not enough. We believe that we cannot 
recycle our way out of the plastic pollution problem and its 
accompanying health effects. NYC stadiums should be 
leaders in sustainability and single use plastic reduction 
and follow the example of State Farm Arena, Atlanta 
which earned platinum level certification in operating zero 
waste from the Green Sports Alliance. Also, our own 
Arthur Ashe Stadium should be commended for allowing 
patrons to bring their own containers to the US Open. 
Let’s learn from these examples. We fully support Int 
1161-2023 as proposed by Councilmember Shaun Abreu. 
Let’s encourage our sports fans and stadiums to be part of 
the solution to plastic pollution. 
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Topic Committee on Sanitation and Solid Waste 

Oversight Hearing - The State of NYC Sanitation Workers' Safety & Protections. 

Date Tuesday, October 24, 2023 

Good afternoon. My name is Tyrell Boyd. I have been working in the sanitation industry since 

2018. At first, I started working for non-unionized employers in Long Island and now I am a 

member of Laborers' Local 108. I would like to thank Chair Nurse and the rest of the committee 

for allowing workers to voice and bring light to the rampant wage theft and dangerous working 

conditions that exist in the sanitation industry. 

Being a sanitation worker is no easy task. We put our lives at risk every time we go to work. Our 

labor is essential-yet there are employers in this industry that take advantage of us and still do 

business in this City. Wage theft is widespread and if you don't have representation at the job, 

many times you simply take what you get. Many times, you're putting your life at risk not really 

realizing the dangers until it's too late. 

I recently received a $30,000 settlement after filing a wage theft lawsuit against an employer that 

is still working in this City today. As we move forward and implement Commercial Waste 

Zones , it is critical that there be a mechanism where workers can speak up and bring claims of 

wage theft and dangerous working conditions to light. There is no reason why employers who 

are constantly committing wage theft and putting their workers' lives at risk should still be 

allowed to do business with New York City. 

Working for employers who don't center their business practice on safety measures and 

protections is incredibly dangerous. At Liberty Ash, I received no training. I worked under really 

unsafe conditions and I did the work alone. For example, I would usually lift 21 tons of garbage 

a night followed by another night where I would lift IO tons of cardboard by myself. This was 

really hard for my body and not having benefits and proper health care only added to the stress. I 

always felt like I was getting robbed and my wages not being fully paid. There needs to be a way 

to hold employers accountable to ensure Commercial Waste Zones truly achieve one of its main 

goals oflifting and protecting sanitation workers. 

Today, I feel like my voice is heard and I want to help my fellow workers. Today I have proper 

training and PPE, both my employer and union truly care about my safety. At Action Carting, we 

have monthly safety meetings, are provided both in-class and hands-on training, and we are 

provided with the best PPE there is to work safely and efficiently. I am fully aware of my rights, 

I am compensated for my labor and I have access to benefits and proper healthcare. This is what 

every worker deserves. 

Thank you for your time. 
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